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Derek Davis 
Clive Arthey 
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This meeting will be broadcast live to Youtube and will be capable of repeated viewing. 
The entirety of the meeting will be filmed except for confidential or exempt items. If you 
attend the meeting in person you will be deemed to have consented to being filmed and 
that the images and sound recordings could be used for webcasting/ training purposes.  
 
The Council, members of the public and the press may record/film/photograph or 
broadcast this meeting when the public and the press are not lawfully excluded.   
 

A G E N D A  
 

PART 1 
MATTERS TO BE CONSIDERED WITH THE PRESS AND PUBLIC PRESENT 

 Page(s) 

 
1   APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  

 
 

2   DECLARATION OF INTERESTS BY COUNCILLORS  
 

 

3   BCa/19/24  TO CONFIRM THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING 
HELD ON 07 NOVEMBER 2019  
 

5 - 8 

4   TO RECEIVE NOTIFICATION OF PETITIONS IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE COUNCIL'S PETITION SCHEME  
 

 

5   QUESTIONS BY COUNCILLORS  
 

 

6   MATTERS REFERRED BY THE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY OR 
JOINT AUDIT AND STANDARDS COMMITTEES  
 

 

Public Document Pack
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7   FORTHCOMING DECISIONS LIST  
 
Please note the most up to date version can be found via the 
website: 
 
https://www.babergh.gov.uk/the-council/forthcoming-decisions-list/  
 
 
 

 

8   BCa/19/25 THREE-YEAR FUNDING FOR SUDBURY AND 
DISTRICT CITIZENS ADVICE  
 
Cabinet Member for Communities 
 

9 - 36 

9   BCa/19/26 INTRODUCTION OF A COUNCIL TAX PENALTIES 
POLICY  
 
Cabinet Member for Finance 
 

37 - 46 

10   BCa/19/27 COUNCIL TAX - CITIZENS ADVICE COLLECTION 
PROTOCOL  
 
Cabinet Member for Finance 
 

47 - 58 

11   BCa/19/28 DECISIONS TAKEN BY THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
DURING THE PRE-ELECTION PERIOD UNDER DELEGATED 
POWERS IN ACCORDANCE WITH PART 2 OF THE 
CONSTITUTION  
 
Cabinet Member for Housing 
 

59 - 62 

 
Date and Time of next meeting 
 
Please note that the next meeting is scheduled for Thursday, 16 January 2020 at 5.30 pm. 
 
Webcasting/ Live Streaming 
 
The Webcast of the meeting will be available to view on the Councils Youtube page: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSWf_0D13zmegAf5Qv_aZSg  
 
For more information about this meeting, including access arrangements and facilities for 
people with disabilities, please contact the Committee Officer,  on:  or Email: 
Committees@baberghmidsuffolk.gov.uk  
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Introduction to Public Meetings 
 

Babergh/Mid Suffolk District Councils are committed to Open Government.  The 
proceedings of this meeting are open to the public, apart from any confidential or exempt 
items which may have to be considered in the absence of the press and public. 
 
 

 
Domestic Arrangements: 
 

 Toilets are situated opposite the meeting room. 

 Cold water is also available outside opposite the room. 

 Please switch off all mobile phones or turn them to silent. 
 

 
Evacuating the building in an emergency:  Information for Visitors: 
 
If you hear the alarm: 
 
1. Leave the building immediately via a Fire Exit and make your way to the Assembly 

Point (Ipswich Town Football Ground). 
 
2. Follow the signs directing you to the Fire Exits at each end of the floor. 
 
3. Do not enter the Atrium (Ground Floor area and walkways).  If you are in the Atrium 

at the time of the Alarm, follow the signs to the nearest Fire Exit. 
 
4. Use the stairs, not the lifts. 
 
5. Do not re-enter the building until told it is safe to do so. 
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BABERGH DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 
Minutes of the meeting of the BABERGH CABINET held in the King Edmund Chamber - 
Endeavour House, 8 Russell Road, Ipswich on Thursday, 7 November 2019 
 
PRESENT: 
 
Councillor: John Ward (Chair) 

 
 
Councillors: Jan Osborne Derek Davis 
 Clive Arthey David Busby 
 Elisabeth Malvisi Lee Parker 
 
In attendance: 
 
Councillor(s): 
 

Alistair McCraw 

Officers: Strategic Director (KN) 
Corporate Manager - Strategic Planning (RH) 
Deputy Monitoring Officer (JR) 
Senior Governance Support Officer (HH) 

 
183 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

 
 Apologies were received from Councillor Michael Holt. 

 
184 DECLARATION OF INTERESTS BY COUNCILLORS 

 
 There were no declarations of interest declared. 

 
185 BCA/19/21 TO CONFIRM THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 10 

OCTOBER 2019 
 

 It was RESOLVED:- 
 
That the minutes of the meeting held on 10th October 2019 be signed as a true 
record. 
 

186 TO RECEIVE NOTIFICATION OF PETITIONS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
COUNCIL'S PETITION SCHEME 
 

 There were no petitions received. 
 

187 QUESTIONS BY COUNCILLORS 
 

 There were no questions received. 
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188 MATTERS REFERRED BY THE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY OR JOINT AUDIT 
AND STANDARDS COMMITTEES 
 

 There were no matters referred. 
 

189 FORTHCOMING DECISIONS LIST 
 

 The Forthcoming Decisions List was noted. The Leader of the Council advised 
Members that an updated list would be issued shortly to reflect the rescheduled 
meetings due to the pre-election period.   
 

190 BCA/19/22 SUFFOLK COAST RECREATIONAL DISTURBANCE AND 
AVOIDANCE MITIGATION STRATEGY 
 

 The Cabinet Member for Planning introduced the report and provided Members with 
an overview of the strategy. Councillor Arthey advised Members of the revised 
recommendation 3.2 of the report, detailed below, as suggested at the Mid Suffolk 
District Council Cabinet Meeting: 
 
“That delegated authority be granted to the Assistant Director for Sustainable 
Communities in consultation with the Cabinet Member for Planning and the Cabinet 
Member for Environment to determine the method of RAMS implementation via an 
Implementation Board and agree suitable performance matrix.” 
 
Councillor Davis commented that this was an excellent strategy, and enquired how 
much money had already been raised. The Corporate Manager for Strategic 
Planning advised that this information would be provided to Members. 
 
In response to a question from Councillor Ward, the Corporate Manager for Strategic 
Planning confirmed the funding sources which could be used for the projects within 
the strategy. 
 
Councillor Busby commented on the proposed figures being raised for the project 
and queried the decision-making process for spending of the funding. Councillor 
Busby went on to suggest that the report should be seen by the Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee. Councillor McCraw, Chair of Joint Overview and Scrutiny 
committee advised that as the strategy was a statutory requirement and was a joint 
strategy with three other authorities, it would be difficult to scrutinise. 
 
Councillor Arthey moved the recommendations with the amendment as detailed. 
This was seconded by Councillor Davis. 
 
It was RESOLVED:- 
 
It was RESOLVED:- 
 
1.1 That the Suffolk Coast RAMS (2019) be approved for adoption. 
 
1.2 That delegated authority be granted to the Assistant Director for 

Sustainable Communities in consultation with the Cabinet Member for 
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Planning and the Cabinet Member for Environment to determine the 
method of RAMS implementation via an Implementation Board and 
agree suitable performance matrix. 

 
Reason for Decision: The Councils are legally required to take an active approach 
to mitigate against the increasing pressure from residential development upon 
European / Habitats Sites. 
 
The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (known as the ‘Habitats 
Regulations’) set out how Local Planning Authorities must deal with planning 
applications that are likely to have an adverse effect on European Sites. Natural 
England advice is that, to comply with The Regulations.  
 
The Strategy is a means by which new residential growth can be delivered, whilst at 
the same time adequately protecting Suffolk’s coastal, estuarine and heathland 
European wildlife sites from harm that could otherwise occur because of increased 
recreation pressure caused through new residential development. 
 
The Strategy identifies and costs measures necessary to mitigate recreational 
impacts, confirm how they will be funded and delivered , and is an approach that is 
in accordance with European Habitats Legislation and endorsed by Natural England. 
An Implementation Board will be responsible to determining how monies collected 
are spent. 
 

191 EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC (WHICH TERM INCLUDES THE PRESS) 
 

 To consider whether, pursuant to Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government 
Act 1972, the public should be excluded from the meeting for the business specified 
below on the grounds that if the public were present during these items, it is likely 
that there would be the disclosure to them of exempt information as indicated 
against each item. The authors of the report proposed to be considered in Part II of 
the Agenda were satisfied that the public interest in maintaining the exemption 
outweighs the public interest in disclosing the information. 
 
Note: Information is exempt only if: 
It falls within one of the 7 categories of exempt information in the Act and; In all the 
circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the exemption 
outweighs the public interest in disclosing the information. 
 
 

192 BCA/19/23 TO CONFIRM THE CONFIDENTIAL MINUTE OF THE MEETING HELD 
ON 10 OCTOBER 2019 
 

 It was RESOLVED:- 
 
That the confidential minute of the meeting held on 10th October 2019 be 
signed as a true record. 
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The business of the meeting was concluded at 18:20pm. 
 
 

…………………………………….. 
Chair (and date)  
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BABERGH DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 

TO:  Cabinet  REPORT NUMBER: BCa/19/25 

FROM: Cabinet Member for 
Communities 

DATE OF MEETING: 9 January 2020 

OFFICER: Tom Barker, Assistant 
Director, Planning and 
Communities 

KEY DECISION REF NO. CAB165 

 
THREE YEAR FUNDING FOR SUDBURY AND DISTRICT CITIZENS ADVICE 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 

1.1 To request that Cabinet Members endorse the granting of a three-year funding 
agreement for Sudbury and District Citizens Advice (CA) commencing 2020/2021. 

1.2 To confirm that the authority for signing of the funding agreement sits with the 
Assistant Director, Planning and Communities. 

2. OPTIONS CONSIDERED 

2.1 The following options have been considered: 

1. Cease revenue funding the Sudbury and District CA 

2. Continue with an annual revenue funding agreement 

3. Commence a three-year funding agreement. 

3. RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1 That a three-year funding agreement for the Sudbury and District CA be approved. 

3.2 That authority be delegated to the Assistant Director, Planning and Communities 
sign off the agreement following discussion with the Cabinet Member for 
Communities. 

REASON FOR DECISION 

To provide the Sudbury and District CA with greater certainty about three-year 
funding from Babergh District Council, consistent with the Council’s support for the 
value and impact that it achieves.  

 
4. KEY INFORMATION 

4.1 In April 2019 the Grant Offer letter offering Babergh and District CA £53,500 revenue 
funding for 2019/20 the Council noted that a request for three-year funding had been 
received. The letter further noted that it was anticipated that further talks would take 
place regarding this request and the possible implementation of 3-year funding 
agreements from 2020/21 and beyond.  
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4.2 In early 2019 it was confirmed that Suffolk County Council (SCC) was cutting grants 
to CA services across Suffolk by 50% for 2019/20 as part of a programme of budget 
savings. This resulted in a 50% reduction in SCC’s original £45,000 funding for 
Sudbury and District CA. This left the CAs with a consequential funding gap which 
was partly recovered with funds provided by the Clinical Commissioning Group 
(CCG), who agreed to fund 50% of SCC’s original funds for both 2019/20 and 
2020/21. It was anticipated that SCC funding would be completely withdrawn from 
2020/21 however talks between the CAs and SCC have been ongoing to try and 
avoid that position. 

4.3 On 19 August 2019 the Babergh and Mid Suffolk Joint Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee asked the Mid Suffolk CA and Sudbury and District CAs to appear before 
the committee and give a presentation on their work to inform the scrutiny process. 
The presentation provided evidence of the significant contribution made by the CAs 
including social and economic impact and value for money. The committee was 
especially keen to understand the funding position and made a resolution as below. 

1.1 That the Joint Overview and Scrutiny Committee recommends to both Cabinets 
that the current minimum funding for the Citizens Advice be maintained for the next 
three years. 
1.2 That the Joint Overview and Scrutiny Committee approach the Chairs of the 
Scrutiny Committees and Scrutiny Governance Officers of East Suffolk Council, West 
Suffolk Council, Ipswich Borough Council and Suffolk County Council, with a view of 
setting up a county-wide scrutiny process to examine funding and the impact on 
Citizens Advice and the services of Citizens Advice. 
1.3 That the Chairs of the said Scrutiny Committees be supplied with a report from 
Babergh and Mid Suffolk Joint Overview and Scrutiny Committee on the topic of 
Citizens Advice based on this Committee meeting as a basis for the scrutiny process. 

4.4 Some other local authorities have indicated that they are interested in taking part in 
a countywide scrutiny process so this will be moving forwards. The County Council 
has not indicated that it will participate but it is hoped that this position could be open 
to change. However, both Babergh and Mid Suffolk Portfolio Holders have indicated 
that they are keen to show leadership in this area and confirm a commitment to three-
year funding agreements.  

4.5 The Babergh and Mid Suffolk Grants programme is currently under review in order to 
achieve alignment to the Communities Strategy and enable the new Grants Team to 
identify any service improvements in order to improve efficiency and maximise 
funding. The Communities Strategy and its emerging action plan emphasise the 
importance of focusing on evidenced need.  

4.6 The case for funding the CA is supported by evidence of its impact and value and the 
organisation works with some of the most vulnerable people in the district, assisting 
with advice on benefits, debt and a range of other often interconnected and complex 
issues. The grants review will identify any other grant recipients which warrant three-
year funding agreements and will seek to enable the Council to maximise its role as 
an active and engaged funder. 

4.7 There is therefore a strong case for offering a three-year funding agreement to the 
Sudbury and District CA in order to: 
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- confirm our ongoing commitment to the organisation which provides significant 
and evidenced contribution consistent with the outcomes sought in our 
Communities Strategy 

- show leadership as part of further ongoing dialogue regarding a more 
sustainable funding approach for CAs across the county. 

 
4.8 The exact amount of the funding agreement will be confirmed in the early part of 2020 

alongside other funding offers and will be informed by the application process and 
broader grants review. However, the funding per annum will be at least at the funding 
level for 2019/20 (£53,500). 

4.9 The Council also currently provides a significantly lower level of funding to the Ipswich 
CA (£7,673 for 2019/20) in recognition that some residents access that service. This 
is currently a one year agreement and any change to a three year agreement will be 
addressed as part of the Council’s grants review and informed by the work of the 
countywide scrutiny group. It is however expected that annual funding will continue 
for 2020/21, subject to the usual application process. 

 
5. LINKS TO THE CORPORATE PLAN 

5.1 The work of the CA is strongly linked to the Communities strategic priority within the 
recently adopted Corporate Plan (2019-27) and the delivery of the Communities 
Strategy which underpins it. 

6. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS  

Revenue/Capital/ 
Expenditure/Income Item 

Total 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 

Indicative revenue grant funding  £160,500 £53,500 £53,500 £53,500 

     

Net Effect     

6.1 The above figures are indicative, see comments at 4.7. These figures are within 
existing budgets. 

7. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

7.1 The Council has power to award funding under Section 1 of the Localism Act 2011, 
which allows the Council to do anything that individuals generally may do, in particular 
if it is carried out for the benefit of the Council, its areas or persons, resident or present 
in the area. 

7.2 Legal advice will be taken in respect of the final wording of the agreement to ensure 
that necessary legal safeguards are in place and that payments will depend on 
satisfactory performance against stated outputs and submission of required 
documents. 
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8. RISK MANAGEMENT  

8.1 This report is relevant to the following risk on the Significant Risk Register; 3a) We 
may not be able to help communities become more sustainable. The recommended 
approach will help to mitigate that risk. Other risks are outlined below: 

Risk Description Likelihood Impact Mitigation 
Measures 

Council 
requirements not 
fully satisfied over 
the three year 
period 

 

 

Other funders 
reduce or withdraw 
funding  

 

Unlikely (2) 

 

 

 

 

Probable (3) 

Serious (3) 

 

 

 

 

Serious (3) 

Contract to specify 
performance 
required and 
documentary 
evidence, annual. 

 

Ongoing dialogue 
with CA and other 
funders to increase 
resilience and 
mitigate risk. 

 
 

9. CONSULTATIONS 

9.1 The Sudbury CA has been consulted and is keen to move to a three year funding 
agreement. 

10. EQUALITY ANALYSIS 

10.1 The support of the CA is available to all and can be especially valuable to vulnerable 
groups or those in vulnerable circumstances. A screening EQIA has been carried out 
indicating that a full EQIA is not required.  

11. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

None  

12. APPENDICES  

None 

13. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS  

Sudbury and District Citizens Advice Annual Report  
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BABERGH DISTRICT COUNCIL  
 

TO:  Cabinet REPORT NUMBER: BCa/19/26 

FROM: Cabinet Member for 
Finance 

DATE OF MEETING: 9 January 2020 

OFFICER: Andrew Wilcock (SRP 
Operations Manager) 

KEY DECISION REF NO. CAB169 

 
INTRODUCTION OF A COUNCIL TAX PENALTIES POLICY 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 

1.1 For Councillors to consider the introduction of a Council Tax policy for the issuing of 
penalties. 

2. OPTIONS CONSIDERED 

2.1 To continue service delivery as is, without utilising the opportunity to use Council Tax 
penalty regulations as part of an anti-fraud strategy.  

2.2 Implement a policy for the issuing of Council Tax penalties as part of an anti-fraud 
strategy in order to maximise the tax base and protect the public purse.  

3. RECOMMENDATION 

3.1 That Councillors approve the implementation of a policy for the issuing of Council 
Tax penalties. 

REASON FOR DECISION 

The Council is committed to a pro-active approach in preventing and reducing the 
risks associated with fraud, error and other irregularities in the administration of 
Council Tax. Implementation of this policy supports this commitment. 

 
4. KEY INFORMATION 

4.1 The Shared Revenues Partnership (SRP), in carrying out the statutory Local 
Government Functions on behalf of the Council, undertakes the administration of 
Council Tax, Council Tax Reduction Scheme and Housing Benefit. 

4.2 SRP is committed to a proactive approach in preventing and reducing the level of 
fraud within these areas and on behalf of the Council has a duty to protect the public 
funds it administers from abuse. In carrying out this duty, SRP may use legally 
obtained information provided for the purpose of the prevention and detection of 
fraud.  

4.3 The Local Authority is legally entitled to obtain information from residents, owners or 
managing agents to help identify the person liable for payment of the Council Tax, 
provided that we ask for it in writing. 
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4.4 Council Tax civil penalties can be issued where a person fails to supply certain 
information requested by the Council within 21 days of the request for the information 
or within 21 days of a change which affects Council Tax registration or an entitlement 
to a discount, exemption or Council Tax Reduction (CTR). The Council may impose 
a penalty where a person:  

 fails to notify the Council that an exemption on a dwelling should have ended 

 fails to notify the Council that a discount should have ended 

 fails to notify the Council of a change of address or fails to notify the council of 
a change in the liable person 

 fails to provide information requested to identify liability 

 fails to provide information requested after a liability order has been obtained. 

 fails to notify the Council that there has been a change in their circumstances 
which would affect council tax reduction 

 
4.5 In the above circumstances the Council can issue a penalty. The initial penalty is 

currently set at £70.00.  

4.6 If a further request has to be made for the information already requested then a 
second, higher, penalty (currently £280.00) may be issued. This higher penalty can 
be applied each time the request is repeated. 

4.7 A penalty can be collected by adding it to an existing Council Tax charge or by issuing 
a separate notice. The amount can be recovered in the same way as Council Tax, 
but recovery must cease if an appeal is lodged.  

4.8 The Council may quash the penalty at any time. If a customer is unhappy with the 
Council’s decision to impose a penalty, they can appeal to the SRP Operations 
Manager. Any appeal must be made within 14 days of the date of the penalty being 
issued. The customer must give reasons for the request that the decision to issue a 
penalty be reconsidered. If the penalty is upheld and the customer is unhappy with 
the Council’s decision to impose a penalty, they can appeal directly to the 
independent Valuation Tribunal. An appeal to the Valuation Tribunal should be made 
within two months of the penalty notice being issued. 

4.9 Prompt notification of changes to circumstances allows for the Council Tax and/or 
CTR records to be updated and for revised notices to be issued to taxpayers. Timely 
issue of revised Council Tax bills would help to spread any increased payments over 
a longer period which in turn can assist with Council Tax collections. 

4.10 Currently none of the SRP partners issue penalties. 

4.11 SRP undertake a single resident discount review using a third-party company. The 
single resident discount exercise costs up to £30,000 per year. This is funded by the 
partners of SRP, Suffolk County Council and Suffolk Police and Crime Commissioner.  

4.12 Since 2011 undertaking a regular review has reduced the single resident discounts 
from 30.61% of the overall caseload to 30.01% for. This is during a time when the 
total caseload has increased from 37,611 properties to 39,935 for Babergh. Ceasing 
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undertaking a regular review will just result in an increase in single resident discounts 
thus reducing the size of the tax base and income.   

4.13 Although the review exercise is undertaken annually, each year the number of 
discounts removed remains similar. For 2018/19 228 discounts were removed 
amounting to £69,000 in Council Tax. 

4.14 The possibility of applying a penalty may further encourage customers to keep 
taxpayer details up to date, meaning the tax base is as accurate as possible, which 
in turn could mean more Council Tax being paid. 

4.15 A draft policy is attached at Appendix (a) 

5. LINKS TO THE CORPORATE PLAN 

5.1 Enabled and Efficient Organisation 

6. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS  

6.1 The cost of the level one penalty is £70. The table below shows how much could 
have been levied in penalties had the Council added them as part of last year’s single 
resident discount exercise. 

 

6.2 Civil penalties will generate an additional General Fund income, but the primary 

intention of this Policy is for penalties to be used as a deterrent against fraud and 

error, and not as a regular source of income. 

7. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

7.1 Implementation of this proposal would be in accordance with Schedule 3 of the Local 
Government Finance Act 1992 and The Council Tax Reduction Schemes (Detection 
of Fraud and Enforcement) (England) Regulations 2013. 

7.2 Under Section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972, the Section 151 Officer has a 
statutory duty to implement appropriate measures to prevent and detect fraud and 
corruption. 

Authority No of discounts 
removed 

April’18 - March’19 

Maximum Penalty 
Amount 

Babergh 228 £15,960 
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8. RISK MANAGEMENT 

8.1 This report is most closely linked with the Council’s Corporate / Significant Business 
Risks 5f The Councils may be perceived to be untrustworthy and have a poor 
reputation. Key risks are set out below: 

Risk Description Likelihood Impact Mitigation 
Measures 

If penalties are 
applied 
inconsistently or 
unfairly, it may 
impact on the 
Council’s 
reputation. 

Unlikely - 2 Noticeable - 2  Implementation 
of a robust 
policy that will 
provide clear 
guidelines to 
staff making 
decisions and 
allow an 
element of 
discretion in 
exceptional 
circumstances 

If there are a high 
number of 
penalties issued, 
this may lead to 
an increase in 
complaints 

Unlikely - 2 Noticeable - 2  Clear 
publication of 
the policy. 

 Penalties 
applied in line 
with the policy 

If there are a high 
number of 
penalties issued, 
this may lead to 
an increase in 
appeals to the 
Valuation Tribunal 

Unlikely - 2 Noticeable - 2  Clear 
publication of 
the policy. 

 Penalties 
applied in line 
with the policy 

If there are a high 
number of 
penalties issued, 
this may have an 
impact on 
resources 

Unlikely - 2 Noticeable - 2  Monitoring of 
the number of 
penalties 
applied and the 
impact created. 

 
9. CONSULTATIONS 

9.1 There is no requirement to consult in respect of implementing this policy. 
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10. EQUALITY ANALYSIS 

10.1 A full Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) is not required as it is not envisaged that the 
proposals will result in an adverse outcome for any group of people who share a 
protected characteristic under the Equality Act 2010. 

11. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

11.1 There is no environmental implication in recommending the approval of this policy. 

12. APPENDICES  

Title Location 

(a) Council Tax Penalties Policy Attached  
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Council Tax Civil Penalties 

Policy 
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1. Introduction 
 
The Council is committed to a pro-active approach in preventing and reducing the risks 
associated with fraud, error and other irregularities in the administration of Council Tax. The 
existence of this policy will reinforce the message that the Council will take positive action 
against abuse of this public scheme. 
 
Legal statutory powers exist which allow the Council to impose civil penalties. 
 
The introduction of a Council Tax Civil Penalty Policy is to encourage residents to promptly 
report to the Council when their circumstances change and when they are no longer eligible 
to receive reductions, discounts and exemptions.  
 
The regular reporting of changes in respect of Council Tax discounts, exemptions and 
reductions will ensure that the Council will be better placed to set the most accurate 
Council Tax income base.  
 
2. Background 

 
Council tax legislation allows Councils to impose a civil penalty of £70 where any person; 

 fails to notify the Council that an exemption on a dwelling should have ended 

 fails to notify the Council that a discount should have ended 

 fails to notify the Council of a change of address or fails to notify the council of a 
change in the liable person 

 fails to provide information requested to identify liability 

 fails to provide information requested after a liability order has been obtained. 

 fails to notify the Council that there has been a change in their circumstances 
which would affect council tax reduction 

The Council is legally entitled to obtain information from residents, owners or managing 
agents to help identify the person liable for payment of the Council Tax. 

The law requires the customer to provide the information within 21 days in relation to Council 
Tax and one calendar month for changes affecting their Council Tax Reduction Scheme. 

Where a person fails to supply certain information requested by the Council within 21 days of 
the request for the information or within 21 days of a change which affects Council Tax 
registration or an entitlement to a discount or exemption, or knowingly supplies inaccurate 
information in purported compliance with such a request, the Council may impose a penalty 
of £70 on them. 
 
Where a penalty has already been imposed on their Council Tax account and a further 
request to supply the same information is made, a further penalty of £280 may be imposed 
for each subsequent failure provided that: 

 The information is in the customers possession 

 The authority requests them to provide it 

 It falls within a prescribed description of information 
 
3. Relevant legislation 

 

 Schedule 3 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992  

 The Council Tax Reduction Schemes (Detection of Fraud and Enforcement) 
(England) Regulations 2013  
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4. Factors taken into account when considering if a penalty is appropriate 

 
The decision to award a penalty will be taken on a case by case basis.  
The following factors will be taken into account when considering if a penalty is appropriate. 

 A false statement 

 Collusion with another person (such as a landlord or employer) 

 The period over which the reduced liability occurred 

 The monetary amount gained 

 Previous recorded offences of same or similar nature or a persistent offender 

 Positions of trust 

 The claim / discount / exemption being false from the outset 

 

5. Exceptions 

Consideration will be taken of the customer’s ability to handle financial affairs and their 

vulnerability. Examples of potential exceptions to the penalty could be: 

 Severe mental or physical impairment/infirmity (severe clinical depression, 
hearing/sight/speech/learning difficulties or frailty) 

 Where the resident is elderly (75 years and over) 

 Social factors (bereavement, tragedy, under 21, serious or significant health 
conditions, relevant mitigating family/personal circumstances). 

 
Falling into one of the above categories does not mean that an exception will automatically 
be applied. Circumstances will be considered on a case by case basis and the final decision 
will be at the discretion of the SRP Operations Manager. 
 

6. Applying the policy 
 

Under the scheme of delegation, the SRP Operations Manager is authorised to exercise all 
the Council’s powers and duties to bill, administer and collect the Council Tax and the 
National Non-Domestic Rates including the power to enforce collection and exercise its 
discretions, under the Local Government Finance Act 1988, the Local Government Finance 
Act 1992, Local Government Act 2003, Local Government Finance Act 2012 and associated 
regulations 
 
The SRP Operations Manager will decide whether to impose a penalty, having regard to this 
policy and the circumstances of each individual case. A written decision notice will be issued 
to the Council Tax Payer explaining why a civil penalty has been charged and include 
information on how to appeal (including the date they must appeal by) along with a Council 
Tax bill showing the amended amount following the decision to include a civil penalty. 
 
7. Application of the penalty 
 
The Council Tax bill shows that a discount/exemption/Council Tax Reduction has been 
awarded. It makes clear that the taxpayer must tell us within 21 days about any change in 
their circumstances that could affect their bill, or a penalty could be imposed. 
 
A Council Tax penalty will be collected by applying the penalty to the Council Tax account 
for collection via the normal billing process. This will be shown as a separate line on the bill. 
 
8. Appeals 
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If a customer is unhappy with the Council’s decision to impose a penalty, they can appeal to 
the Assistant Director – Corporate Resources. 
 
Any appeal must be made within 14 days of the date of the penalty being issued. 
The customer must give reasons for the request that the decision to issue a penalty be 
reconsidered 
 
If the penalty is upheld and the customer is unhappy with the Council’s decision to impose a 
penalty, they can appeal directly to the independent Valuation Tribunal at:  
 

VT Office Doncaster 
Hepworth House 
2 Trafford Court 
Doncaster 
Yorkshire 
DN1 1PN 
Telephone: 0300 123 2035 
Facsimile: 01302 321447 
Email: VTDoncaster@vts.gsi.gov.uk 

Further information can be found at www.valuationtribunal.gov.uk 
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BABERGH DISTRICT COUNCIL  
 

TO:  Cabinet REPORT NUMBER: BCa/19/27 

FROM: Cabinet Member for 
Finance 

DATE OF MEETING: 9 January 2020 

OFFICER: Andrew Wilcock (SRP 
Operations Manager) 

KEY DECISION REF NO. CAB168 

 
COUNCIL TAX – CITIZENS ADVICE COLLECTION PROTOCOL 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 

1.1 The Citizen Advice and Local Government Association have produced a good 
practice protocol for the collection of Council Tax arrears. This report proposes that 
the Council adopt this protocol. 

2. OPTIONS CONSIDERED 

2.1 To adopt the Citizen Advice protocol. 

2.2 To not adopt the Citizen Advice protocol and wait for the Government reforms. 

3. RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1 To approve the adoption of the Citizen Advice Council Tax Protocol detailed at 
Appendix (a). 

REASON FOR DECISION 

The protocol reflects best practice at a local level and is intended to facilitate regular 
liaison with the Council, its Enforcement Agents and Citizens Advice on practices 
and policy concerning Council Tax collection. 

In setting down clear procedures and keeping these regularly under review, all 
parties to the protocol can ensure that arrears are dealt with appropriately whilst 
complaints are handled efficiently. 

 
4. KEY INFORMATION 

4.1 One of the core objectives of the Shared Revenues Partnership (SRP) is to maximise 
the collection of Council Tax while ensuring the processes in place are fair and 
ethical. To deliver on this objective SRP has been reviewing the enforcement 
processes in place to ensure they are fit for the future. 

4.2 This is at a time when: -   

 The level of Council Tax outstanding in England at the 31st March 2019 was 
£3.2 billion. This is an increase of £213 million over the figure for 2017/18 (Local 
Government Finance statistical release 26th June 2019) 
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 Charities are warning that these arrears now rival credit card debts as their 
biggest concern. 

 There are also stories in the press about charities warnings that ‘heavy-handed- 
collection tactics are putting severe pressure on those already in financial 
difficulty.  
 

4.3 At a national level the Government has responded by pledging to improve the way 
Council Tax debt is recovered. This included: 

 

 Making the Council Tax collection systems fairer and more efficient 

 Issuing new guidance to improve how Councils recover unpaid Council Tax 
and end aggressive enforcement tactics 

 Working with charities, debt advice organisations and Councils on new 
guidance 

 
It stated reforms could include 

 

 Ensuring affordability assessments are central to Council Tax collection 
processes, individual circumstances are taken into account and people are 
given appropriate time to pay off arrears 

 Improving the links between Councils and the debt advice sector 

 Developing and supporting fairer debt intervention methods 
 

4.4 Citizens Advice (CA) and the Local Government Association (LGA) are also 
encouraging Councils in England to adopt the CA Council Tax protocol to improve 
Council Tax collection. 

4.5 The CA Council Tax good practice protocol makes a number of suggestions on how 
local partnerships could be strengthened and residents better supported. It has been 
developed through partnership work between national bodies representing advice 
agencies, local government and enforcement agencies throughout England and 
Wales. 

4.6 CA reported that growing numbers of people are turning to them for help with Council 
Tax issues. Figures from the national charity show that Council Tax debt has risen 
by a third in the last 3 years. 

4.7 The CA good practice protocol aims to help Councils in England improve the 
experience for residents in arrears whilst collecting what is owed. 

4.8 In light of this SRP has been engaging with CA to review the processes in place for 
collection and benchmark these against the standards set out in the protocol. The 
starting point is a review of the current documentation in place. 

4.9 By working closely together, the Council, it’s enforcement agents and CA can improve 
collection processes, with more early intervention to assist residents struggling with 
their Council Tax payments, help prevent further charges, alleviate stress and reduce 
both collection costs and demand on publics services in the districts. 

4.10 The next step would be for the Council to formally adopt the CA Council Tax protocol. 
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5. LINKS TO THE CORPORATE PLAN 

5.1 Community capacity building and engagement and enabled and efficient 
organisation. 

6. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS  

6.1 There are no direct implications but failing to collect income can reduce the resources 
available to meet spending plans. 

7. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

7.1 There is no statutory requirement for the Council to adopt the protocol for the 
collection of Council Tax arrears. 

8. RISK MANAGEMENT 

8.1 There are no risks associated with adopting the protocol as the current processes in 
place are in line with those recommended in the protocol.  
 

9. CONSULTATIONS 

9.1 Consultation has taken place with Babergh and Mid Suffolk Citizen Advice. 

10. EQUALITY ANALYSIS 

10.1 A full Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) is not required as it is not envisaged that the 
proposals will result in an adverse outcome for any group of people who share a 
protected characteristic under the Equality Act 2010. 

11. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

11.1 There is no environmental implication associated with adopting the protocol for the 
collection of Council Tax arrears. 

12. APPENDICES  

Title Location 

(a) CA Council Tax Protocol  https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/about-
us/our-campaigns/all-our-current-
campaigns/council-tax-protocol/ 
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Council Tax 
Protocol 
Revised Collection of Council Tax Arrears Good Practice Protocol 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Agreed by: 
Citizens Advice, June 2017 

Local Government Association, June 2017 
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Council Tax Protocol 
 

 

We agree to adopt this protocol in ……………………………………………….. 

as our public commitment to its principles of fairness, partnership 

working and transparency in local authority debt collection: 

 

 

Signature 

 

.................................................... 

Local authority representative 

Signature 

 

.................................................... 

Local Citizens Advice / advice 
agency representative 

 
 

Signature 

 

.................................................... 

Enforcement agency 
representative 
(where relevant)  1

Signature 

 

.................................................... 

External contractor 
representative  
(where relevant)1 

 

 
Date: 
   

1 Enforcement agents and external contactors may sign this protocol if they and the authority agree that it is 
appropriate. 
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Council Tax Protocol 
Revised collection of council tax arrears good practice protocol 
 

Council tax payers receive a better level of service when local authorities , 2

enforcement agencies and debt advice agencies work closely together. 

Early intervention and proactive contact with people struggling with bill 

payments can help prevent them incurring further charges and help 

alleviate stress. It can also potentially help reduce both collection costs 

and calls on local public services, particularly mental health services. 

This good practice protocol makes a number of suggestions on how local 

partnerships can be strengthened and residents better supported. 

Developed through partnership work between the national bodies 

representing advice agencies, local government and enforcement 

agencies throughout England and Wales, it builds upon the previous 

protocol, which government recommended local authorities adopt in 

their 2013 guidance. The protocol reflects best practice at local level and 

is intended to facilitate regular liaison on practices and policy concerning 

council tax debt collection. In setting down clear procedures and keeping 

them regularly under review, all parties can ensure that cases of arrears 

are dealt with appropriately whilst complaints are handled efficiently. 

By signing the protocol and adopting the practices set out below, local 

authorities, enforcement agencies and advice agencies can help 

taxpayers pay their council tax bills while accessing debt advice when 

needed. 

 

   

2 Where we use the term ‘local authorities’, this should also be read to cover a local authority’s external 
contractors, where the local authority has contracted out the administration of some or all of its council tax 
collection process. 
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Partnership 
To foster more effective partnership working:  

1. Local authorities, enforcement agencies and advice agencies should meet                 
regularly to discuss practical and policy issues with a recommendation to meet                       
quarterly at officer level and annually with elected members. 

2. All parties should have dedicated contacts accessible on direct lines and 
electronically so that issues can be taken up quickly. 

3. All parties should promote mutual understanding by providing training 
workshops, undertaking exchange visits and sharing good practice. 

4. As local authorities are responsible for the overall collections process, they 
should ensure all their staff, external contractors and enforcement agencies 
receive the appropriate training, particularly on vulnerability and hardship. 

5. Advice agencies, enforcement agencies and local authorities should work 
together to develop a fair collection and enforcement policy, highlighting 
examples of vulnerable people or those who find themselves in vulnerable 
situations, and specifying clear procedures in dealing with them. Contractual 
arrangements with enforcement agents should specify procedures for the local 
authority to take back cases involving vulnerable people. 

6. Local authorities should consider informal complaints as debtors may be afraid 
to complain formally where enforcement agent activity is ongoing. Informal 
complaints received from advice agencies can indicate problems worthy of 
further investigation both locally by the local authority and by referral to 
national bodies.  
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Information 
To improve the information supplied to council tax payers about the billing 
process, how to get support and debt advice and to promote engagement: 

1. All parties should work together to produce letters that clearly and consistently 
explain how council tax bills have been calculated (including any Council Tax 
Support award). Council tax bills should make clear council tax is a priority debt 
and explain the consequences of not making payment by the date specified. As 
far as possible within the constraints of systems, where a taxpayer has council 
tax arrears, the letters should explain how the debt has been accumulated and 
over which time period, the layout and language of bills and letters should be 
easy to understand, with any letters including a contact phone number and 
email address. All information should also be made available online in a clear 
format.  

2. Local authorities should consider reviewing payment arrangements and offer 
more flexible options, including, subject to practicality, different payment dates 
within the month, spreading payments over 12 months and, potentially, 
different payment amounts to assist those on fluctuating incomes. This can 
allow people to budget more effectively. 

3. Local authorities and enforcement agents should publicise local and national 
debt advice contact details on literature and notices. Advice agencies can help 
by promoting the need for debtors to contact their local authority promptly in 
order to agree payment plans. Parties can work together to ensure the tone of 
letters is not intimidating but encouraging of engagement. 

4. Local authorities should ensure that enforcement agencies have appropriate 
information about the council tax debts they are recovering, so they can put 
this in letters they send to debtors and answer any questions. 

5. Local authorities should consider providing literature about concerns council 
tax debtors may have about enforcement agents and enforcement. Information 
could cover charges enforcement agencies are allowed to make by law, how to 
complain about enforcement agent behaviour or check enforcement agent 
certification and further help available from the local authority or advice 
agencies. 

6. All parties should work together to review and promote better engagement by 
council taxpayers. This should include information on how bills can be reduced 
through reliefs, exemptions and council tax support schemes, advising 
taxpayers that they should contact the local authority if they experience 
financial hardship and the consequences of allowing priority debts to 
accumulate. Information and budgeting tools should be made available on local 
authority and advice agency websites, via social media and at offices of relevant 
agencies. This is an opportunity for joint campaign work. 
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Recovery 
If a council tax bill is not paid, then the local authority’s recovery process comes 
into play. While local authorities strive to make early contact with a debtor, the 
first point of engagement by a debtor often only occurs when an enforcement 
agent visits the premises. Greater effort should be made at or before the 
Tribunal Courts and Enforcement Act’s compliance stage, including debt and 
money advice referrals and to assess whether vulnerability or hardship applies, 
so as to avoid escalating a debt. Therefore:  

1. Local authorities and enforcement agencies should work in partnership with 
advice agencies on the content, language and layout of all documents, 
produced by the local authority and agents acting on its behalf which are part 
of the enforcement process. This should aim to ensure that the rights and 
responsibilities of all parties, particularly those of the debtor, are clearly set out. 

2. Enforcement agents should provide the debtor with a contact number and 
email address should they wish to speak to the local authority.  

3. Local authorities should keep all charges associated with recovery under 
regular review to ensure they are reasonable and as clear and transparent as 
possible and reflect actual costs incurred. Enforcement agents should only 
make charges in accordance with council tax collection and enforcement 
regulations, particularly the Tribunal Courts and Enforcement Act.  

4. Local authorities should periodically review their corporate policy on debt and 
recovery, particularly what level of debt (inclusive of liability order fees) should 
have accrued before enforcement agent action, as enforcement will add 
additional costs to a debt. 

5. As part of their corporate policy on debt and recovery, local authorities should 
have a process for dealing with cases that are identified as vulnerable, bearing 
in mind that different local authorities may have different definitions of a 
vulnerable person or household. Any local definition of vulnerability should be 
developed in consultation with advice agencies and enforcement agencies and, 
wherever possible, the local authority should aim to publish clear guidelines on 
what constitutes vulnerability locally. Where a local authority’s vulnerability 
criteria apply, In these cases, debts should be considered carefully before being 
passed to enforcement agencies. Where enforcement agents or other parties 
identify a vulnerable household, recovery action will be referred to the local 
authority.   

6. Local authorities should regularly review and publish their policies which cover 
hardship, including how these relate to council tax arrears. 
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7. Where a household is in receipt of Council Tax Support, the local authority 
should consider matters carefully and determine whether to pass such cases to 
enforcement agents, based on the individual circumstances of the case.  

8. The debtor may have outstanding claims for Universal Credit, Council Tax 
Support or other benefit(s) which are contributing to their arrears. Local 
authorities can suspend recovery once it is established that a legitimate and 
relevant claim is pending.  

9. Local authorities and their enforcement agents should consider offering a 28 
days hold or “breathing space” on enforcement action if debtors are seeking 
debt advice from an accredited advice provider. 

10.Procedures should exist for debt advisers to negotiate payments on behalf of 
the taxpayer at any point in the process, including when the debt has been 
passed to the enforcement agent. In some cases, the debtor may only contact 
an advice agency following a visit from the enforcement agent.  

11.Local authorities and enforcement agents should consider accepting and using 
the Standard Financial Statement (SFS) or Common Financial Statement in 
assessing ability to pay as long as this is consistent with securing value for 
money for all council tax payers. 

12.Each case should be examined on its merits and repayment arrangements 
need to be affordable and sustainable, while ensuring that the debt is paid off 
within a reasonable period. Where appropriate, local authorities should provide 
the flexibility to spread repayments over more than a year, including beyond 
the end of a financial year. 

13.Local authorities should prioritise direct deduction from benefits or attachment 
of earnings in preference to using enforcement agents. This avoids extra debts 
being incurred by people who may already have substantial liabilities.  

14.Clarity should be provided to the debtor and enforcement agency as to which 
debts are being paid off, in what amounts and when, especially where a debtor 
has multiple liability orders. Where appropriate, debts should be consolidated 
before being sent to enforcement agents. 

15.Local authorities should publish a clear procedure for people to report 
complaints about all stages of recovery action. Local authorities will regularly 
monitor and, subject to requirements of commercial confidentiality and the 
Data Protection Act, publish the performance (including complaints) of those 
recovering debts on their behalf and ensure that contractual and legal 
arrangements are met.   
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Free, confidential advice. 
Whoever you are. 
 

We help people overcome their problems and  
campaign on big issues when their voices need  
to be heard. 
 
We value diversity, champion equality, and 
challenge discrimination and harassment. 
 
We’re here for everyone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

citizensadvice.org.uk 
Published June 2017 

Citizens Advice is an operating name of The National Association of Citizens Advice 
Bureaux. 

Registered charity number 279057. 
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BABERGH DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 

TO:  Cabinet REPORT NUMBER: BCa/19/35 

FROM: Cabinet Member for Housing DATE OF MEETING: 9 January 2020 

OFFICER: Janice Robinson, Deputy 
Monitoring Officer 

KEY DECISION REF NO. CAB176 

 
REGULATORY REFORM ORDER – DISABLED ADAPTATIONS 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 

1.1 This report details the decision taken by the Chief Executive in consultation with the 
Chair of the Council using his delegated powers during the pre-election period. 

1.2 The Chief Executive is required by the Constitution to report these decisions to the 
next available Cabinet/Committee meeting under Part 2 of the Constitution. 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

2.1 That Cabinet notes the decision taken under delegated powers by the Chief 
Executive to approve the Regulatory Reform Order during the pre-election period. 

REASON FOR DECISION 

The Cabinet Meeting has been cancelled due to the ‘pre-election period’ for the 
General Election taking place on 12th December 2019. This meant that the Policy 
could not be considered until January 2020 which could result in funding being 
delayed. 

Under Part 2 of the Constitution, Delegations to Officers, Paragraph 7.2 (page 68-
69), the decision must be reported to the next ordinary meeting of the appropriate 
Committee/Cabinet. 

 
3. KEY INFORMATION 

3.1 Detailed in Appendix A. 

4. LINKS TO JOINT STRATEGIC PLAN 

4.1 N/A 

5. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS  

Detailed in Appendix A. 

6. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

6.1 To comply with the Councils Constitution. 
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7. RISK MANAGEMENT 

7.1 Key risks are set out below: 

Risk Description Likelihood Impact Mitigation 
Measures 

That the report is 
not published 

Low Low The decision has 
been taken and is 
already published. 

 
8. CONSULTATIONS 

8.1 N/A 

9. EQUALITY ANALYSIS 

9.1 N/A 

10. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

10.1 N/A 

11. APPENDICES  

Title Location 

(a) BDC-0001 Regulatory Reform Order Attached  

 

12. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS  

N/A 
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